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The applicant, One Ministries, Inc. (OMI) licensee of KQSL was requested of FCC staff to further
demonstrate compliance of 73.626(f)(2) regarding the proposed power and contour expansion of the
additional DTS transmitter to fill in coverage of Cloverdale, CA.
The DTS rules for 73.626(f) state in section (2) that expansion beyond the coverage area must be
minimal to cover all of the service area (73.626(f)(1)). Reducing power for the proposed site 2 in
Hopland, CA, will reduce the amount of expansion, but at the same time it will violate the Commission’s
requirement of 73.626(f)(1) to use the necessary power to cover all of the service area, including the
unserved community of Cloverdale, CA, which is within KQSL’s current service contour.
The applicant has chosen the minimal power for Site 2 to be able to cover >= 80% of the people in
Cloverdale, CA, with at least a Longley-Rice signal strength of 36 dBu. Reducing power below the
proposed 1,000 watts will mean that Cloverdale is no longer served, and this is the entire reason to add
in the second transmitter site.
The applicant has studied to find out what percentage of Cloverdale will be covered if a lower power
level is chosen. The below table shows the approximate percentage of Cloverdale covered at each
power level from the new DTS site in Hopland, CA:

Percent Coverage of Cloverdale, CA vs Power Level for Site 2

Note that at a 200-watt power level approximately two-thirds of Cloverdale will receive sufficient
service grade service receive level according to Longley-Rice predication methods, and that at 100 watts
of power one half of Cloverdale will receive sufficient service. The applicant believes that covering 80%
of the population at a power level of 1,000 watts is a reasonable comprise for having minimal expansion
while at the same time sufficiently covering the community of Cloverdale.

Without the grant of this DTS application, Cloverdale will cease to be covered by any full power TV
stations with a service contour after the completion of the TV band repack. KEMO sold its spectrum in
the auction and KRCB is moving its transmitter to Sutro tower. Please see below map of the service
contours of San Francisco Bay area TV market full power stations post-repack showing no other
coverage of Cloverdale. Therefore, allowing KQSL to cover Cloverdale via DTS operation is imperative to
ensure at least one full power TV station predicts a service grade contour over the community.

Map Demonstrating White Area (Unserved Area) over city of Cloverdale, CA
Prior to KQSL’s Proposed DTS Operation.
All full power SF Bay Area TV Station Contours Shown:
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